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Every floor has a story to tell - the story of each 
person that has ever walked on it, and the life that 
they have lived.

Terracotta has a story in itself, tracing back 
years and centuries, a craft that has been part of 
Italian tradition to become a signature product in the 
international industry.

From the traditional square shape to more interest-
ing and complex ones, floor tiles are available in an 
array of different formats, finishes and colors, to fit 
perfectly with the different taste.

Suited for both indoor and outdoor use, the hand-
made terracotta floor is the perfect choice for a tra-
ditional warm vibe when used inside, and is elegant 
when used outside, for garden, patios and pools.

We have selected different types of natural clays, 
from specific regions of Italy, each of them presenting 
variety in color and shade so that each piece of tile 
will have its unique character:

- Umbria: From the region in the heart of Italy 
that gives its name, this clay is made of light beige 
and neutral tones with a slight pink hue underneath. 
A more muted choice to pair with both neutral and 
vibrant colors.

- Toscana: With a color as strong as the personal-
ity of the residents of Tuscany, this red clay is one of 
the more traditional kinds. Perfect for outdoor patios 
and indoor rooms that need a warm and bold look.

- Mixed: As the name suggest, this clay is a 
combination of Umbria and Toscana clays, creating a 
salmon pink shade that is beautiful to see and can be 
used in different kind of environments.

IL CASALE
for La Fornace





Handmade products are not only beautiful and 
always one of a kind creations - they can be easily 
customizable when it comes to the size, made to per-
fection to the taste of final client.

By adding pigments to the clay, we can achieve 
not only the stunning natural shades, but also offer 
colors that are easily adaptable to any room: white, 
charcoal and dove-grey.

To make our floor tiles even more special, we have 
selected a series of special finishes that will give a 
unique look to any floor, depending on what the final 
room or outdoor environment should look like at the 
end.

Each of this finish can be applied to any shape and 
color chosen, and can be made even more interesting 
with the installation, so that no floor ever feel like 
another.

Beauty of
Italian Heart

Technical
Details

Hexagon

l 13 x 2,5 cm
l 11 x 2,5 cm

Battistero
d 28 cm x 2,5 cm

Tavella
15 x 30 x 2,5 cm

Square

30 x 30 x 2,8 cm
20 x 20 x 2,5 cm

Listello
7 x 30 x 2,5 cm

Umbria/Toscana Clay/MixedMaterials:

Finishes:
Matt
Handshaped
Y - 400

Rustic

Uses: Outdoor/Indoor



Y - 400
Listello Toscana Clay

Y - 400
Tavella Umbria Clay

Y - 400
Battistero Toscana Clay

Rombo
19 cmedge

Losanga

total lenght
8 x 30 x 2,5 cm
8 x 36 x 2,5 cm

total lenght
7,5 x 20 x 2,5 cm
7,5 x 26 x 2,5 cm



Customization has always been our stron-
gest point. The terracotta, when made by hand, 
has the great advantage of being able to be 
modeled according to specific requests.

In addition to the standard formats, we evaluate 
the creation of special pieces, particularly to car-
ry out restorations of ancient buildings, studying 
the materials and finishes that still exist to this 
day so as to maintain the original look and feel-
ing of it.

The realization of the special pieces will be 
studied in collaboration with the customer and 
evaluated in every detail together with our arti-
sans to guarantee the best possible result.

Special
Pieces

Next Page: 
Losanga
size 8 x 36 x 2,5 cm

This Page: 
Losanga / Black Tozzetto
size 7,5 x 26 x 2,5 cm
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Listello

size 7 x 30 x 2,5 cm
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Y - 400/ Battistero in Umbria Clay
size 23 x 23 x 2,5 cm
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Y - 400 / Hexagon in White

size 13 x 2,5 cm
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Y - 400 / Square in Mixed Colors
size 20 x20 x 2,5 cm
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Y - 400 / Square in Umbria Clay

size 20 x 20 cm
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